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With barely 4 months to go until
the Melbourne FAME Mandolin
Festival in early January 2014, a
subcommittee of FAME’s
Committee of Management is
busily working on FAME’s
Constitution with the aim of
changing the existing document to
accommodate the new Model
Rules of as framed in new
Regulations relating to
Incorporated Associations which
came into existence last year with
new legislation.

Constitution was changed to
separate orchestras from FAME by
simply removing any reference to
an association between the two
type of entities. Instead the focus
was entirely on individuals as
members. Effectively this meant
that orchestra’s managing
committees no longer had any
formal responsibility in task such
as communicating FAME’s
activities to their players, or
advocating for FAME or collecting
FAME’s annual membership fees
from their players.
Mind you, some orchestras did
maintain their previous
relationship to some extent. But
that was probably out of habit or
because of pressure from the
player who happened to be a
representative on FAME’s
committee of management.

FAME was envisaged as a
Federation or collaborative group
While this is quite a boring
of mandolin ensembles and it’s
exercise in its own right, it has
original Constitution created in
afforded the Committee of
1991 described how orchestras or
Management with an ideal
groups registered with the
opportunity to address some issues Federation by paying a
about the relationship between
membership fee for all members of
orchestras and FAME and
the group and submitting a list of
individuals as members of FAME. name and addresses (this was well
Some things aren’t working
before email addresses or mobile
particularly well and need to be
phones were almost universal!).
addressed.
Individuals became members of
FAME by joining a registered
Foremost is the loss of direct
orchestra OR by submitting an
interaction between orchestras and application “on a personal basis”
cont. p2
FAME. In 2007 FAME’s
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to FAME’s executive. In other
words, every member of an
orchestra (and there was
absolutely no definition of what a
mandolin orchestra was!)
registered with FAME would
automatically become a member
of FAME whether or not they
wanted to be and registered
orchestras paid the annual FAME
membership fee for every player
as a condition of being registered.
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Any changes our subcommittee
makes to the basic Model Rules
will need to be ratified by
Victoria’s Department of
Consumer Affairs before they can
be put to the forthcoming FAME
AGM to be held during the
Melbourne FAME Mandolin
Festival in January and time is
running short for this sort of slowmotion activity! Nevertheless
we’re pressing on and it is
anticipated that a notice of Motion
Changes in the 2007 Constitution for a change of FAME’s
changed all of the above quite
Constitution will be forwarded to
dramatically and it is probably as all FAME members late in
a consequence of this that FAME’s November or early in December
membership has been declining at in anticipation of the January
the same time as many players
2014 FAME AGM.
within mandolin orchestras have
little awareness of what FAME is
At the same time we will most
all (probably because they don’t
probably be asking the general
pay a membership fee and don’t
membership, through a separate
get Plucked Strings.
notice of Motion, to ratify an
increase in the annual FAME
So these issues have compelled
membership fee from $10 to $20,
FAME’s Committee of
the first increase in well over 20
Management to take the
years and still a relatively trivial
opportunity provided by
amount by any standard.
mandatory changes to the “model
rules” imposed by recent Victorian Planning for the 2014 Melbourne
legislation to see if we can
FAME Mandolin Festival is
somehow bring Mandolin
progressing well and registrations
Orchestras “back into the fold”
are coming in all the time. The
and improve two-way
organising committee expects to
communication between FAME.
be finalizing the program for the
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Festival by late October and will
then send out music to all
registered players rather than
expecting players to download the
music from the Festival website.
In an effort to entice mandolin
players in North America to fly
across the Pacific to attend the
FAME Festival in Melbourne an
advertisement will be placed in
the program of the 2013 Annual
Convention of the Classical
Mandolin Society of America,
which is very similar to our
popular FAME Festivals. This
convention will be held from
24-29 September in Regina,
Canada and was mentioned in an
article by Fiona Orenstein in the
March 2013 edition of Plucked
Strings. And I’ve recently become
aware that two FAME members,
Col Bernau, who is a member of
FAME’s committee of management
and his wife Lea, are going to
attend this convention. I’m sure
they’ll enjoy the experience and
return with some interesting
insights how the Yanks run their
mandolin festivals.
Danny Silver
FAME President 2013

ARCHIVING PROJECT
FAME archives 1979 - present PAPER RECORDS.
I am embarking on a small project to preserve the past history of FAME. Due to the diligence of former
members, a collection exists for the early years but it dwindles from 1990s onwards.

If you are clearing out your paper records
donations of Annual Reports, Newsletters, AGM notices, Minutes, Reports of the President, Treasurer
and Office Bearers, AMO, Camp committees, Camp Programs could be useful.
If you are considering clearing out your paper records, please send them to
Joan Harris, 59 Maltravers Rd, Ivanhoe East Vic 3079.
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Melbourne	
 FAME	
 Mandolin	
 Festival	
 2014	
 
We are delighted that Robert
Schulz is planning to bring along
WAYMO (West Australian Youth
Mandolin Orchestra) members to
the Festival with the intention of
giving a performance during an inHouse concert as well as exposing
these young musicians to the
“rigors” of rehearsals of the FAME
orchestra!

be sent to all registered
participants will include
information about transport
options between Tullamarine
airport and the Festival venue and
a representative from Myki, the
electronic ticketing service used
on nearly all public transport in
Melbourne, is booked to attend on
the Festival on Monday just before
News Update
lunchtime to provide a useful
The Festival organising committee explanation about how Myki is
Planning for this festival is
had originally planned to set up a used. New Myki cards will be
progressing steadily and
secure part of the Festival website available to buy for those
registrations have been flowing in
www.melbournefame2014.com.au participants who expect to do
from everywhere and this has been
from which registered Festival
some exploring in and around
very pleasing. Our two
participants could download their Melbourne during or after the
conductors, Robert Schulz and
music but now it has been decided Festival.
Stephen Lalor, are planning the
that the music will be sent to each
repertoire and both have been
participant by email (or by
Finally don’t forget to bring
working hard to finish their
conventional mail if necessary).
sunglasses, a hat and sunscreen
commissions for the Festival. The
with you for a SunSafe Festival!
Festival organising committee has While there is space on the
been working on some of the
Registration form (downloadable
smaller details to ensure
from the Festival website, or print
participants have a fantastic time. out the pages from June edition of Cheers,
Danny Silver
One detail that is causing some
Plucked Strings) for intending
(Melbourne FAME Mandolin
angst is the choice of theme for a
participants to report any dietary
Festival 2014 Organising
Fancy Dress Dance which is
restrictions or allergies or any
Committee Secretary)
planned for the Friday evening. So disabilities requiring special
if anyone has any bright ideas for a accommodation, this can be
great dress-up theme please let me overlooked. So please contact the
know! (dannysilvergp@gmail.com) person handling registrations, Mrs
Ina Postuma
Another activity in the planning is
(postuma@ncable.net.au) about
a “chalkboard” concert in which
any such issues so that special
anybody (or any group) can put
needs can be accommodated. This
down their name(s) to do a
may be particularly important for
performance during the concert.
interstate participants with
This need not necessarily be a
disabilities and transport from or to
musical performance. So if you’re
Tullamarine airport can be
planning to come to this fun
provided by Festival volunteers. So
festival and you are just itching to
please contact Ina Postuma if you
enjoy your 15 minutes of fame
have special needs!
(sorry about that terrible pun!) this
will be your chance.
For interstate travelers unfamiliar
with Melbourne a future update to
Plucked Strings September 2013
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COZMO
“Where are the orchestra reports?”
comes the plaintive cry from our
hard-working PS editor, Marie…..
Well, here we go from sunny ACT!
Over the past three months since our
last news, COZMO has continued to
be busy rehearsing and performing
and expanding. Just last week we
welcomed Alex to COZMO, our
latest graduate from COZYMO
(Capital of Australia ‘Youth’
Mandolinata, established in August
2012). Alex now has the task of
coming up to speed with our current
repertoire in preparation for five more
gigs before the end of our playing
year, a challenge which we know he
will rise to with great humour and
success!
Our COZYMO Learning Group
programs have attracted more
beginning and continuing mandolins
and guitars to the fold this semester.
Our LG (Continuing) program
participants (mandolins and guitars)
are working on their tremolo, chord
and arpeggio skills via a four-part
version of Shenandoah, as well as
Recuerdos de la Allhambra and Song
of the Volga Boatmen, and will also
make a start on some of Robert
Schulz’s Student Ensemble Pieces
before year’s end. Our grateful
thanks to Robert for making this
material available. Our LG
(Beginning) program participants (all
mandolins) have made really good
progress in just six sessions this
semester, a fortnight ago starting on
their first ‘real piece’, a short 4-part
Bach Chorale.

Japanese Autumn, Vivaldi’s D Major
Guitar Concerto, and Bill Monroe’s
My Last Days on Earth, which
involves some eerily beautiful
sounding cross-tuned playing by the
soloist. In 2012 a couple of us were
at the 10th Annual Santa Cruz
Mandolin Symposium run by two
extraordinary musicians Dave
Grisman and Mike Marshall, and this
was one of the feature pieces played
by the massed orchestra with Dave
Grisman soloing – you can catch it on
YouTube!
Our end-of-Semester 1 Winter
Concert on 16 June at our home
venue, the Hellenic Club In The City,
was a great success and was attended
very well, including by several people
who then elected to participate in the
COZYMO learning groups in
Semester 2 (our strategy at work!). At
this concert our COZYMO groups
had an opportunity to play in front of
an audience for the very first time,
presenting a short set of pieces, all
from the pen of WJ Eckhard, a
mandolin educator and composer in
the 1930s: Ruby Taylor Waltz, Jumpin
Jack’s Jubilee, Maggie and Bonita.
One of our students took a solo with
a very successful improvisation, and
another three formed a trio to present
a medley of folk tunes. COZMO then
performed works by Bach and Corelli,
and some traditional pieces and
compositions from our Oz favourites,
Roberts Kay and Schulz. The event
was followed by happy socialising
downstairs in the bar of the Hellenic.
As has been found in Perth and
Melbourne, our alliance between
‘our’ club and our mandolin
ensemble has proven to be quite
beneficial to both sides.

Meanwhile, the COZMO ensemble
has been busy consolidating its
existing repertoire, revisiting favourite
pieces not played in a while and
acquainting new members with them, COZMO was invited to play at the
annual ball of SEWPaC (Department
and adding such pieces as Yasuo
of Sustainability, Environment, Water,
Kuwahara’s beautiful Song of the
4

Population and Communities) on 24
August. This was a lengthy event
from 6 to 9pm, involving two sets
during pre-dinner drinks, then three
sets during dinner. It was quite a
challenge to have our mandolin
ensemble heard over several hundred
guests clattering crockery and
chatting, but we were after all
providing ‘background’, and
apparently our music filtered through
and the repertoire was much enjoyed.
It certainly was a different experience
for our players and we now have
some appreciation of what to expect
of similar events in future.
One thing worthy of note is the very
positive feedback we’ve received over
the past year from our Learning
Group participants, several of whom
have already transitioned from the
Beginning Group to the Continuing
Group and either have their sights set
on joining COZMO in the near future
or have already joined. They’ve
commented that there’s nothing else
like this on offer in Canberra for
adults wanting to take up an
instrument and learn with others, and
that their Sunday afternoons at
COZYMO are huge fun (and hard
work!) for them. One of our recent
COZMO members – a COZYMO
graduate at the beginning of the year
– has said that he looks forward with
great enthusiasm to our Sunday
evening rehearsals, loves the fun and
camaraderie shared by all our
members, and has especially enjoyed
the informal sectionals complete with
wine and snacks during and shared
pizzas at the end. Certainly our
grateful thanks go to members of
other mandolin orchestras in Oz and
NZ, and to our colleagues at the Perth
FAME festival, for their invaluable
information and advice that helped us
embark on our Learning Group
program.
Plucked Strings September 2013
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Coming up, we have gigs at
Government House in September,
Canberra’s famous tulip festival
Floriade in October, a local fete in
early November, another Canberra
Centenary ‘Musical Offering’ at the
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High Court in late November and our
Annual Summer Concert in midDecember. With the flurry of
performances and the activities of the
Learning Groups, it has been a busy
time indeed for our MD, admin staff
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(!) and players alike – and we all
know a busy group is a happy group!!

Col Bernau (MD) and Lea O’Brien
(Mgr) – COZMO

Canberra Mandolin Orchestra
After our very busy start to the
year (detailed in the May issue of
Plucked Strings), we were able to
concentrate on our major
fundraising concert for the year,
which was held at the Wesley
Music Centre on Saturday 3rd
August in the afternoon (see
photo).

his voice to an infection (though
still managing to play his
mandolin). Conductor Michael
had to demonstrate his versatility
once again by doubling up as
vocal soloist, as well as leading
the orchestra from his first
mandolin part, ably and
effortlessly as usual!

The media release for this event
was headlined Mandolins pluck
two birthdays for the price of
one, indicating that we were
celebrating Canberra’s 100th
birthday alongside our own 10th
anniversary.

His wife, virtuoso flautist Kiri
Sollis, performed with us on flute
and adding a wonderful solo
Bergere Captive by Pierre-Ocatve
Ferroud (1900-1936) as a birthday
present to the orchestra, which
was much appreciated by both
audience and orchestra.

To mark the occasion CMO
commissioned their very talented
musical director Michael Sollis to
write a piece, especially
appropriate for the occasion,
which we had not performed in
full until this moment. It went
well, despite a limited number of
players with several of our
members overseas or out of town.

After the concert we honoured
two of our retiring mandolinists,
Louise Ibbotson and Clarrie
Pickerd with life membership of
the CMO.
As we had worked through the
school holidays to prepare for this
concert we awarded ourselves two
weeks off, reconvening recently to
begin work for our next
appearance at the Lerida Estate
winery on the of Lake George
near Canberra in September.
On a personal note, I am looking
forward to catching up with
friends from WAMO & WASO in a
couple of months when I return to
Perth by road.

We had a bumper turnout for this
concert and some very
Until the next issue, greetings
encouraging audience feedback to
from all of us at the CMO.
follow.
Heather Powrie

To mark Canberra’s birthday first
mandolinist Larry Mays arranged
two songs from the 1930s,
Canberra’s Calling and the
Aeroplane Jelly Song (cunningly
pairing it with a well known Bach
Minuet from Anna Magdalena’s
notebook.)
Larry, who is also a post graduate
student in song at the Canberra
School of Music, planned to sing
solo but sadly on the day, he lost
Plucked Strings September 2013
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nonetheless, the program didn’t
suffer in any way musically.

will perform concertos (Marrissa
the Hummel and Joel one by
Carulli) together with orchestral
Beginning with a new quartet for offerings by WAMO.
three mandolas and guitar by
me, we launched into a new
We are also presenting a musical
work for WAMO the Sinfonietta
soiree for them both on Friday
by Hungerland. This 70’s score
22nd November at the German
was very classical in form but
Club. They will present a one
delivered varied moods
hour duo performance of new
throughout the three movements, and old works for the benefit of
especially the second one which WAMO players, the Youth
was essentially all tremolo. Cath Orchestra members and other
Shackleton then performed the
public.
WAMO
mandolin concerto by Lecce, a
three movement baroque delight. WAMO will also be represented
WAMO has just performed its
After a year of preparation I think by a smallth group of players at the
Spring Concert at our rehearsal
both Cath and the orchestra were Club’s 55 Annual dinner
attended by many past presidents
venue the Rhein-Donau Club.
more than pleased with the
and local dignitaries on
result. Scandia Suite by Walters
st
On a perfect spring day we
followed, again with a rewarding September 21 . They will
performed a program with a
perform three short pieces then
mix of tempo and rhythms.
slight variation to our usual
accompany the traditional
presentation. The decision was
Ana Milas, our conductor, then
Edelweiss dance group for a
made to perform the program
swapped places with me while
landler dance.
straight through without the
she sang the soprano part in I’m
We finish our year with a dinner
usual interval, then hang around Hoffbrauhaus, a collection of
on December 11th with a
for tea/coffee afterwards and
German folksongs. It obviously
performance by WAYMO. Our
mingle with the audience.
had an effect on some of the
thoughts are already in 2014, not
Instead of announcing the
Germans in the audience who
only the FAME Festival, but our
program pieces from the
couldn’t help themselves from
year of proposed concert dates
conductors stand, we invited
humming along. The concert
and music programs already
orchestra members to say a few
concluded with all four of
locked into place.
words about a piece of their
Impressionen d’Espange by
choice. This was well received by Boucheron. These are becoming WAMO has maintained smaller
the audience and those who
some of our favourite pieces and number of players throughout
undertook their brief
will be re-visited next year too.
2013 averaging around 24. The
introduction spoke well. We also
irregular attendance at times is
It was then into the kitchen to
offered this as a concert by
frustrating to all, but realising
donation. This notion came from order tea/coffee and cake all
there are other things to do in
paid for by the orchestra.
the lack of ticket selling by
life, we are allowing for a
orchestra members in our May
WAMO is looking forward now
slightly easier degree of technical
concert. It still resulted in a
to a couple of exciting events to difficulty in next year’s programs.
smaller than desirable audience
bring our year to a close. The
The Youth orchestra membership
so we will have to revisit this
main one is our concert with
dilemma. I’m sure all orchestras
Marrissa Carroll and Joel Woods remains at 17 players, 11 of
whom will appear in Melbourne
have the same challenge when it on 23rd November. We have
comes to the onerous job of
located a marvellous new venue next year.
ticket selling. At the time of
in Swanbourne, with fantastic
writing I cannot say what the
acoustics. The Church of the
Robert Schulz
financial outcome was. Our
Resurrection (it was burned
generous raffle raised over $200. down some years ago) has been
Both conductor and players were newly rebuilt and is proving a
magnet for classical music
almost falling over after 70
concerts. Both Marrissa and Joel
minutes on stage, but
6
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WAMO Players’ Nights
On the last Friday of the month WAMO members are invited to attend the player’s night. These are
held in the club room at the Rhein-Donau club, which is in the house that was once the original club
house. Usually between six and eight people turn up, most of us regularly! I really enjoy these playing
evenings. Robert Schulz and Rob Kay bring in some music for us to sight read, great for improving
sight reading skills. We are also encouraged to bring in a prepared piece to play as a solo or join
together with someone and play a duet or trio. It’s great to play a solo piece in such a non-threatening
environment, it doesn’t matter how polished the performance is, we treat it as another ‘rehearsal’. I try
to get to all the players’ nights as I enjoy the challenge of preparing a guitar or mandola piece of music
to play. At the end of the evening most of the players gather at Karl’s Bar for a drink and chat. All in all
its an enjoyable evening, with music and friendship, worth the drive all the way from Woodbridge in a
severe Perth winter storm.
Elizabeth Neeson

Melbourne Mandolin Orchestra
The Melbourne Mandolin
Orchestra is now in the process of
finalising rehearsals for two
concerts, one in September and
the other in November.

The second concert is in the
mansion, which stands on the
Barwon Park Estate. This heritage
listed Bluestone building built in
1871, was home to Thomas Austin
who was renowned for
The September concert is being
successfully introducing the
performed at the German Tivoli
European rabbit into Australia. His
Club, the orchestra’s base, and
wife Elizabeth is known for her
once again we will be joining
more commendable acts of
forces with the German Liedertafel philanthropy. It was Elizabeth’s
Choir. This all male ensemble has generous and substantial donation
a loyal following, ensuring a very of six thousand pounds that
positive and enthusiastic response launched the scheme, which was
and many backsides on seats.
to culminate in the founding of

the hospital for incurables in
Melbourne in 1882.
Before the upcoming two
concerts, the MMO will be
playing once again at Carey
Grammar. The orchestra had
already given a short performance
at the school, a means of
introducing mandolin ensembles
to the students and stimulating
their interest in taking up the
instrument. This time, after
playing at the school assembly
and giving a short concert, the
orchestra will hold a workshop,
with Carey students participating
in playing some simple tunes.
The Barwon Park concert will be
the final one for the year. This will
give the MMO and its committee
breathing space to concentrate on
the pending FAME festival to be
held here in Melbourne in January
2014. May I remind everyone, if
you have not already done so, to
get your applications in to Ina
Postuma. Sydney and Brisbane
have been a bit slack so please get
those forms filled in and sent.
Poor Ina is going grey worrying
about it.

The Austin Mansion at Barwon Park   
Plucked Strings September 2013
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Mandolins in Brisbane
Brisbane Mandolins will be
giving a Father’s Day/Start of
Spring concert at Old
Government House on Sunday
1st of September. The program
will consist of pieces that
celebrate emotions associated
with spring and love including
“Pans Labyrinth Lullaby”,
“Sognando (Dreaming)” and a
Rumba.

Baroque music as well as being
a father to almost 20 children
himself. Ian will perform a
piece by Agustin Barrios titled
“La Cathedral” which was
inspired by J.S. Bach.

We have seen the ensemble
expand over the last couple of
months with many new players
including Veronica Greeney,
Helen Drabsch, Norma Gomez,
Sue Flower will also be making and Libby Myers. There is also a
a special guest appearance
great expression of interest from
featuring in “Rhapsody for
the students at Yeronga St High
Mandolin and Fretted
School to begin a mandolin
Orchestra” by John Dennett who program and plucked strings
wrote the piece for Sue.
ensemble at the school after Joel
Woods ran a series of guitar and
Ian Ahles and Joel Woods will
mandolin workshops during
both be performing guitar solos. their biennial multicultural
Joel will perform the “Prelude
festival day last week.
Presto” from J.S. Bach’s third
lute suite as a special father’s
day performance as Johann
Sebastian Bach is considered by Murray Green
Acting Secretary MIB
many to be the father of
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MandolinsD’Amour
Mandolins D'Amour are back
hard at work from a winter break.
We are working towards our endof-year-concert with new pieces
and some old favourites.
New pieces are Dresdener
Barock by Fried Walter,
Dreaming by Fiona Mackay and
Klange aus der Puzsta by Hans
Schmitt.
We are playing an excellent
arrangement of a Passacaglia of
Handel by Rob Kay. It is much
appreciated by MDA players.
Mandolins D'Amour rehearse in
Malvern East on Thursday
evenings 7:30 - 9:30pm.
New members are welcome.
Contact Donald Marsham
President 03 9723 2933
Joan Harris
Conductor

Plucked Strings September 2013
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Sydney Mandolin Orchestra
The SMO has enjoyed the cold winter
months playing oldies from our library
like Albeniz’s “Cordoba,” “Song of
Japanese Autumn” and “Mascotte,” as
well as enjoying Robert Kay’s
whimsical “Whimsey”under the baton
of Marjorie Smith. It is amazing what
gems we hoard in our library!
We’ve serenaded the two Montefiore
Homes many times where the
residents take much pleasure in
reminiscing their bygone days to our
soulful melodies.
A quartet of Fiona Orenstein, Trish Polley, James Adcock and
Martha Babineau played at the old Government House situated
on 260 acres in Parramatta (first built in 1799). We entertain the
appreciative Evergreen Charity audience with our popular Italian
melodies which resonated into the old sandstone walls. These
thick walls hold many an old ghost story from the past!
Our orchestra has recently shrunk a little so if you know of any
mandolin players who may like to play with us, please have them
contact James Adcock on 0414 652 504.
Martha Babineau

Auckland Mandolinata
The last few months haven’t been too busy for us so I can
keep it reasonably brief. Our Winter Series concerts have
been very successful with the Orchestra working on some
tricky material and managing to put on some great
performances. This is a reflection on the great work
everyone is doing outside of rehearsal to practice up and we
are able to pull out our best work in front of our audience.
We have also found that some pieces previously thought
“too hard” are coming together quite well so all the
challenging work is paying off, and we can continue to
develop interesting performances for both our audience and
ourselves.
Spring is here and we are working on finalising our
programme of concerts for the summer months, which
usually see us getting out and about more often and
performing in the gardens and parks around Auckland. We
couldn’t get this done without the great work of our fantastic
committee and all those involved generously giving their
time to make sure we are organised and continue to grow.
Gianni Flego
Plucked Strings September 2013

I am pretty new to the Auckland Mandolin
Orchestra. In fact this is the largest number of
musicians I have worked with.
I think I am very fortunate to be working under
the guidance of such a confident, experienced
and friendly group of musicians.We are kept
busy with regular weekly practice sessions on
Monday nights and concert appearances at
various venues around Auckland and further
afield once or twice a month.
Some of the members have been getting
prepared for the upcoming events with our
counterparts in Australia which everyone
seems to look forward to as a highlight of the
year.
Our esteemed conductor is very well thought
of, knowledgeable, compassionate and patient
with us all. Although I heard his pet cat is a
paw conductor.
We continue to enjoy a great diversity of music
to work with and to be challenged by.
Patrick O'Dwyer
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Plektra
Over the last few months Plektra has performed at
two festivals and two concerts in Sydney.
In April we played a lunchtime concert in the Utzon
Room at the Sydney Opera House. As well as
Stephen Lalor’s pieces, we focussed on our classical
repertoire and introduced a Sonata for Mandolin by
Druzeky (1745-1818), arranged by Stephen. The
audience of 80+ were very appreciative and kept us
talking about our music and instruments long after
the concert had finished.
Then in May we performed at the Northern Beaches
Music Festival. This is the fourth year of the festival
and thanks to Fiona Orenstein’s initiative, we were
invited to play. This festival was better suited to the
World Music pieces from our repertoire, featuring
Stephen’s compositions and arrangements.
Our next performance was for the Mosman Music
Club which has become an annual event on our
calendar. Last year Donna Balson, a friend of
Plektra's Fiona Ziegler, saw us play there. Donna
grew up in Sydney but her career as a soprano took
her to New York where she now lectures and
performs. After seeing us in 2012 she kindly agreed
to be part of our concert this year. She sang pieces
from the “Maroubra Song Cycle” which is a
collaboration by Libby Hathorn (lyrics) and Stephen
Lalor (music), first performed in 1990. We were
fortunate to have Libby with us so that she could
talk about her formative years in Maroubra which
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inspired her poems used in the Cycle. Donna’s
beautiful performance added a new dimension to
the concert and we’re hoping there will be more
opportunities to work with her.
Our most recent gig was the Moocooboola Festival
at Hunter’s Hill. A beautiful day and another
opportunity to play Stephen’s World Music pieces,
plus his blues ("Over Easy") and the gypsy swing
standard ("Swing Gitan") both new to our repertoire.
The last time we played at Moocooboola it was wet
and cold, but with blue skies and sunshine we
enjoyed a good crowd.
The sound of Plektra has changed slightly with Yuri
Halay (mandola) now playing many of the rhythm
parts previously played on guitar. And Alex Burger is
now playing his new acoustic bass guitar instead of
his double bass. This instrument was made by
Australian luthier Graham Caldersmith who works
out of Comboyne, near Port Macquarie.
And thanks to Martha Babineau (mandolin), we’re
looking forward to playing soon at another Sydney
based festival. This time it will be the Euro Festival at
Frenches Forest.
Our CD has been re-mixed and had an extra piece
added - "Two-Part Invention". We'll be releasing it
soon.
Alex Burger for Plektra
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EU and Auckland Mandolinata Orchestra:
a memorable event
Introduced by my friend Margaret of Special Olympics, the AMO was delighted to be invited to play for the
European Union Welcoming Party. When I received the confirmation letter from the Irish Office (Ireland
was the Chair country at the time), I asked to do an inspection tour of the restaurant together with Bryan
(Musical Director) and Ted (stage manager) to discuss details for our performance.
Time flies, as it was almost 10 years ago now. I still have the flyer which had been snet to our members at
that time about the function.
EU Welcoming Party
Saturday 1st May 2004
6:30 pm till midnight.
The European Union countries represented in
Auckland welcome the new nations to the
European Union
Venue: Alexandra Park Function Centre "Top of
the Park" ~ about 250 guests.
Schedule :
6:00 Orchestra members arrive and set up
6:30 Guest arrival, Orchestra plays
7:15 Welcome & Introduction by MC
7:20 Parade of Flags -- Ode to Joy
7:30 Buffet Dinner
7:40 Orchestra plays
8:30 Individual EU country items begin
9:30 Band plays
12:00 End

Program for Orchestra ~
1. Czech Rustic/Polka Schwanda
2. Ballsirenen
3. En Avant
4. Eye Level
5. Funiculi Funicula
6. Never on Sunday (Les Enfants du Piree)
7. Joska
8. Offenbach(Can Can part only)
9. Paramento
10.Plaisir d'Amour
11.Polish dance Medley
12.Santa Lucia
13.Serenada Espanol
14.Spanish Eyes
15.Star of Mykonos
16.Torna A Surriento
17.Wien Bleibt Wien

The function was very successful and everyone seemed to enjoy it, guests came up to thank us. The NZ
Minister of Foreign Affairs the Honourable Phil Goff gave a speech in the beginning. The Auckland
mayor, The Hon John Banks was there as well as diplomats from EU consulates and guests from different
circles.
When it came to the Parade of Flags section, twenty-five countries’ representatives holding their national
flags respectively marched into the hall. Wow, just like a small Olympic parade! The 10 new members
were; Cyprus, Estonia, Latvia, Malta, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland and Slovenia.
The 15 older members were; Finland, Austria, United Kingdom, Ireland , France, Germany, Belgium,
Luxembourg, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Greece, The Netherlands, Sweden, Denmark.
We played well and also enjoyed the function. After our playing, we had enjoyed delicious hot snacks
and juice. After the function, I sent out thank you letters both to Margaret and the Irish Office .
Thank you for reading such a long article talking about the play-out 10 years ago.
Grace Sung
Plucked Strings September 2013
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Josef Ruecker ~ History
Josef Ruecker was born in Germany on 14/06/1926.
He began learning classical guitar as a young boy
and became involved in mandolin orchestras and
groups early on in his musical life.

and Victorian music scene. The growth of the
orchestra in that time has sadly never been repeated,
starting with 19 players in its inaugural concert and
peaking at 35 some years later.

He was drafted into the army at age 17 in 1944 but
By 1970 Josef was teaching classical guitar full-time
was captured in France shortly after and was
both privately and in schools. He went on to become
interned in a P.O.W camp in England until late 1946. Head of Guitar at the Melba Conservatorium, a
position he held until early 1980.
Upon his return to Germany he once again became
involved in many different mandolin groups and
Although Josef didn’t play mandolin to any degree he
orchestras, becoming conductor of several such
had an understanding and knowledge of the
groups in and around the Cologne/Troisdorf area.
instrument and repertoire second to none. He taught
many past and present mandolin players not to
He met his wife Heidi in 1949 and they
mention the numerous guitarists still active today in
subsequently had 3 children, Marlies, Agnes and
the music world.
Werner. He sat and obtained his Teaching Diploma
(Classical Guitar) in 1960.
Josef died on November 11 1982. It’s worth
contemplating just how different the mandolin world
In 1963 in search of a better life for his family they
in Australia might be had he and his family not
migrated to Australia, settling in Melbourne. He
migrated to Australia. There may never have been an
immediately began teaching classical guitar at home
MMO or Concordia. Had those 2 groups not existed
in the evening whilst working during the day.
there may not be any F.A.M.E either, and there
certainly wouldn’t be the many past and present
In 1967 Dr. Peter Evans saw an article about Josef
players (both mandolin and guitar) around Australia
and his background in music and mandolin
whose lives were enriched as a result of having
orchestras in “The Herald”. He contacted him and
known Josef Ruecker.
the 2 immediately started talking about forming a
mandolin orchestra in Melbourne. The MMO was
duly formed and gave its first concert on October
18th 1968 in Beaumaris.

Josef and Heidi’s 3 surviving children together with
their own families recently celebrated 50 years in
Australia with a family lunch in honour of the legacy
they have left behind.

Josef was conductor of the MMO from 1967-1972
and again from 1974-1979. In that time the MMO
performed on television, recorded its first album, and
became a very active participant in the Melbourne
Werner Ruecker
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‘Australis Ensemble’ Tour to Germany and BDZ
May - June 2014
A Tour to Germany is currently being organised –
continuing a trend in recent years (e.g. 2006 and 2010
BDZ Tours) to field an orchestra in the international
BDZ Eurofestival held every four years in Germany.
We are very excited to announce that Stephen Lalor,
internationally acclaimed mandolinist, guitarist and
domra maestro, has agreed to conduct a 25-piece
mandolin ensemble , the ‘Australis Ensemble’, which
has been accepted by the BDZ Festival panel as a
participant in its four-day program. This festival, held
every four years in Germany and hosted by the Bund
Deutscher Zupfmusiker organisation (similar to but
much larger than our FAME network) attracts
participants from around the world. Indeed, over fifty
percent of the performers (soloists, duets, trios,
ensembles and orchestras) will be coming from dozens
of countries outside Germany, to provide a stunning
line-up and feast of ‘Zupf’ (plucked string) music for
the week. Attendance at this festival, and better still,
participation in its program is a wonderful thing to
aspire to for a musician in a mandolin orchestra! Not
to mention the good friends and contacts always made
at such an event!
The Tour will begin on Sunday 18 May in Frankfurt,
Germany and end on Monday 2 June in Bruchsal, after
the BDZ Festival ends. During our 16 days we are
planning to visit, socialise with and play with three or
four German orchestras and do some sight-seeing in
and around the towns of those orchestras, before
arriving at Bruchsal to listen to over a hundred
international musicians and perform our own set in the
program.
The cost will be approximately $2,400 per person (a
preliminary estimate), which will cover all

accommodation, meals, coach hire and BDZ
registration fee, and our Conductor’s costs and fee. As
participants will be flying from various cities in
Australia and New Zealand, flight and travel insurance
costs are not included in the Tour price, but will be
found separately by each participant. A deposit of
$300 is required by 15 November with the balance
(approximately $2,100) of the Tour cost to be paid by
31 March 2014. Confirmation of the balance amount
will be provided to all participants by 31 December
2013.
Attendance at the FAME Festival in Melbourne from
5-12 January 2014 will be required for all Tour
participants, unless there are genuine extenuating
circumstances preventing a Tour participant from
attending. This is because Stephen Lalor, one of the
Festival’s two Conductors, will be rehearsing the BDZ
set as part of his selection of pieces for the FAME
Festival, and there will be few other opportunities for
ensemble rehearsals before we meet up in Frankfurt on
18 May.
If you would like to join this Tour, either as a player or
as a helper (we have jobs for you!), please contact me
promptly at colbee1@optusnet.com.au. First come,
first served – bearing in mind of course that there is a
limit to the number of places available in each section
of the ensemble. The final list of participants will be
advised by 1 November 2013. We look forward to
hearing from you.
Col Bernau
(COZMO, ACT)
On behalf of the Planning Group
2014 ‘Australis Ensemble’ Tour of Germany and BDZ

Schloss Bruchsal, one of the venues used for the
BDZ concerts also houses the amazing
Musikautomatenmuseum - a collection of about
400 working automated musical machines from
early ‘record players’ to musical toys and clocks,
early jukeboxes and automatic dance bands, up to
air powered automated orchestras. Incredible
craftsmanship and endlessly fascinating. Well
worth a visit.
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NEW FROM SCHULZWERKE

20 New S o lo s fo r Ma ndo l i n
A new book containing 20 new solos for mandolin is hot off the press.
This project started in collaboration with Alison Stephens then working with
Astute Music in the UK. Following Ali’s death, I decided to go ahead with
publishing my own collection of solos.
These graded solos range from early to intermediate level. Our focus was to
prepare solos that sounded ‘soloistic’ at an early level to give some sense of
satisfaction to the beginner. They range from grade 1 to about grade 4.
Each piece carries notes relevant to the idea of the work, either musically,
structurally or technically. Effects such as the glide stroke, pizzicato, harmonics,
movement of the left hand up and down the fret-board and chords are all
incorporated.
Titles include – Dialogue for One, All That Jazz, Coconut Rough, In Kyoto,
Suburban Folksong, Spanish Nights, Mysterious Mountain, 3 Irish Tunes, West of
the Urals, Ragtime plus more.
This album can be ordered through my website www.robertschulz.net for the
price of $20 plus postage.

See the next page for a sample piece from the book ‘in Kyoto’

Thankyou to everyone who contributed to this edition of Plucked Strings.
Spring sprung upon us very suddenly. I don’t know what happened to
August - got lost in the election promises I guess. However, with a bit of
prompting we got the job done.
Please send in your articles as Word or Pages or plain text documents,
even an email will do, with photos as separate attachments. If you have a
specific layout in mind, eg for an advertisement, please also send a pdf
version to show how you would like it to look.
Marie Schulz
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The New American Mandolin Ensemble
“Contemporary classical music for plucked string instruments
reflecting folk, jazz and world music influences”
The American mandolinist/guitarist/conductor
Mark Davis has formed a small new group of
professional musicians to perform original
contemporary music for plucked strings. The 10member New American Mandolin Ensemble is
basically a double ‘romantic’ quartet (four
mandolins, two mandolas, two classical guitars)
with the significant addition of ten-string guitar
and string bass.
While the New American Mandolin Ensemble
will champion the best of international composers
for this medium, the group has a special interest
in promoting works from the USA, as well as
works reflecting jazz, folk and world influences.
The group includes the noted guitarist/composer
Frank Wallace whose works for mandolin and
guitar are published by Gyre Music
(www.gyremusic.com) and have been performed
in Germany and the US. His latest work, “My
Vital Breath,” was written for the New American
Mandolin Ensemble.
Based in southern New England, the members of
the New American Mandolin Ensemble are all
involved professionally in some aspect of plucked
strings, be it teaching, performing, arranging or
composing.

16

NAME director Mark Davis began his guitar and
mandolin studies with Hibbard Perry, of the
Rhode Island school of Giuseppe Pettine and
William Place, and continued his studies with the
pioneering German guitarist/conductor/composer
Siegfried Behrend from whom he inherited his
fascination with modern forms of musical
expression.
NAME is currently planning a concert tour to
Germany and the Netherlands in the spring of
2014.
Composers of works for plucked strings who are
interested in writing for the ensemble, should
contact director Mark Davis.
For more information on the New American
Mandolin Ensemble’s individual members,
upcoming concerts, or to listen to recordings and
videos, and read their blog, visit their website:
http://www.namandolinensemble.com/
And if you are on FaceBook, be sure to ‘friend’
them!
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For Sale:
Gibson Mandola, Model H1, in original hard case.
AU$2000 negotiable.
Serial No.62507 suggesting manufacture in 1920

Given its age, the instrument is sound and has been inspected and serviced by luthier
Harry Baker prior to this offering for sale. There was some cosmetic scarring from an
adhesive pick-up which has been minimised with lacquer colour and polish. The fitted
case is sturdy and in sound condition, and bears an internal label for Wearmouth & Co.,
Perth, a music shop which existed on Albany Hwy, Victoria Park from 1911 for the first half
of the 20th century, making it likely that this was the case originally purchased with the
Mandola.
The instrument was played in WAMO by the late Malcolm Sparrow and has been made
available for sale by his family.
It is a typical Gibson Mandola, being designed originally to be tuned a la the Viola (a fifth
below the mandolin) but has been set up, restrung and tuned as an octave mandolin (the
more usual pitch for mandolas in contemporary orchestras). It has a firm, well-rounded
timbre, but not an overly loud tone in this form.
Contact: Robert Kay

Plucked Strings September 2013
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Which One to Use
Instalment 12
A Festive Instalment
(we’re getting in early)
In  this  series,  you  will  have  noticed  that  I  often  describe  the  experience  of  some  of  my  students.  I  like  doing  
this,  because  I  simply  have  to  describe  what  I  observe.  It  means  that  my  suggestions  are  based  on  things  
that  are  currently  being  experienced  by  real  people.  
This  Instalment  is  based  on  the  experiences  of  Marietta,  one  of  my  Skype  students  in  Vienna,  who  
incidentally  has  given  me  permission  to  use  her  name.  Her  original  interest  in  the  mandolin  was  prompted  
by  the  goal  of  playing  Christmas  music  with  her  husband,  who  plays  the  guitar.
By  the  time  you  read  this,  Christmas  2013  will  in  fact  be  just  around  the  corner,  so  the  Instalment  is  topical.  
It's  also  Christmassy  in  a  number  of  other  ways:
• It  uses  a  Christmas  tune  -‐  probably  the  most  famous  of  all  -‐  Silent  Night,  Holy  Night,  which  
incidentally  was  written  by  two  compatriots  of  Marietta,  Joseph  Mohr  (words)  and  Conrad  Franz  
Xaver  Gruber  (music).
• It’s  a  holiday  Instalment  -‐  nothing  strenuous,  just  doing  things  a  little  different  from  usual,  and  in  the  
easiest  possible  way.  (Please  don’t  get  me  wrong:  the  easiest  way  doesn’t  mean  sloppy  or  messy,  it  
simply  means  efUicient.)
A  bit  of  background
Marietta  has  been  taking  (Internet)  lessons  with  me  for  about  four  months  at  the  time  of  writing  –  in  the  
hot  German  August  (well,  I’m  in  Germany,  she’s  in  Austria,  but  it's  hot  there  too!)  of  2013.  Four  months  ago,  
she  had  only  a  smattering  of  previous  musical  knowledge,  let  alone  prior  knowledge  of  the  mandolin.  
This  is  not  the  right  place  to  explain  the  reason  for  every  activity  we  are  going  to  try  on  the  mandolin,  
although,  as  my  students  know,  I  certainly  could.  But  I  think  you  will  have  fun  trying  out  my  suggestions  
anyway.  At  the  end  of  the  Instalment,  I’ll  put  two  approaches  to  Uingering  the  tune  -‐  mine  and  the  more  
common  way  -‐  next  to  each  other,  so  you  can  see  the  differences.  Perhaps  you’ll  experience  the  mandolin  
differently  than  before,  and  you  might  want  to  use  some  the  ideas  here  to  improve  your  own  playing.
The  method  should  be  familiar  from  previous  Instalments  -‐  just  breaking  the  overall  task  down  into  bite-‐
size  chunks,  which  can  be  easily  managed.
Please  bear  in  mind  that  Marietta  doesn’t  have  any  ingrained  mandolin  habits,  which  could  make  my  
suggestions  seem  like  weird  contradictions.  This  makes  both  our  lives  easier  than  if  we  had  to  sort  out  lots  
of  wrong  habits.  If  you  have  been  playing  for  a  while  however,  you  most  probably  will  have  lots  of  habits,  
and  anything,  which  is  different  from  these  habits,  might  well  feel  peculiar  and  even  wrong.  So  please  
compensate  as  best  you  can,  and  reserve  judgment  until  you  have  tried  the  practical  activities  described  
here  fairly  and  seriously.
Of  course,  by  experiencing  the  innate  logic  and  effectiveness  of  the  technical  aspects,  Marietta  (and  you!)  
will  be  able  to  transfer  the  technical  approach  involved  to  similar  situations.  The  process  of  examining  
speciUic  situations,  and  eventually  deriving  useful  generalisations,  is  of  course  the  way  most  scientiUic  
thinking  works.  
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Please  join  me  (and  Marietta)  in  looking  at  the  building  blocks  for  the  tune  Silent  Night,  Holy  Night.  The  Uirst  
stage  is  making  the  most  basic  building  blocks  -‐  the  notes  -‐  sound  as  good  as  possible.
Please  use  Example  1  to  sharpen  your  awareness  of  quality  of  sound.  
Very  slowly,  play  G  (the  Uirst  note  of  the  tune,  which  after  all  is  pretty  basic)  with  each  Uinger.  The  tram-‐
tracks  sign  means  to  make  an  actual  break.  Please  use  this  pause  to  relax,  feel  good,  and  then  to  make  sure  
that  the  next  respective  Uinger  is  optimally  placed.  If  the  notes  you  make  sometimes  sound  different  from  
one  another,  don’t  get  upset  and  tense  about  it.  Do  try  to  think  about  why  they  don’t  all  sound  the  same  
though,  which  of  course  they  should,  and  see  if  you  can  inUluence  the  matter.

In  Example  2,  again  try  changing  Uingers  on  the  same  note,  but  this  time  without  any  break  in  the  sound.  If  
you  really  do  it  correctly,  the  note  should  begin  to  sound  the  same,  no  matter  whether  you  change  Uingers  or  
play  the  note  several  times  using  the  same  Uinger.  Please  make  each  note  very  long,  so  that  you  can  focus  on  
the  quality  of  the  Uinger  change.  Please  also  alternate  between  down  and  up  strokes,  as  indicated  by  the  
stroking  signs.  There  are  subtle  reasons  for  practising  this  way,  and  the  exercise  will  give  you  a  greater
sense  of  ease.

Example  3  gives  you  a  chance  to  practise  the  Uirst  two  notes  of  the  tune  without  worrying  about  rhythm.
Some  things  to  be  particularly  careful  of:
• Please  play  all  the  other  examples  from  1  to  10  on  the  3rd  string  too.  (Examples  11  and  12  deal  with  
other  strings  as  well.)  Please  be  careful  to  play  G  with  the  1st  Uinger  and  A  with  the  3rd  Uinger.  
• Use  alternate  down  and  up  strokes  as  indicated,  and  make  sure  that  one  note  rings  until  the  next  note  
begins  -‐  utterly  smooth,  no  break.  
• VERY  IMPORTANT:  the  1st  Uinger  applies  constant  pressure  throughout  the  whole  exercise.  The  hand  
should  also  remain  totally  motionless;  the  3rd  Uinger  is  the  only  thing  that  moves.

Please  bear  in  mind  that  we  are  not  yet  playing  the  tune.  Rather,  we  are  making  sure  that  the  various  
physical  skills  we  will  need  are  readily  available  to  us.
Plucked Strings September 2013
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Example  4  explores  one  way  of  getting  to  the  next  new  note  in  the  tune.  Please  try  it  for  fun,  even  if  it’s  not  
the  method  you  would  usually  use.  Before  you  try  the  Example  though,  I’d  like  to  emphasise  a  few  things  
which  I  think  are  very  important,  and  which  you  shouldn’t  overlook:
• Please  be  careful  to  use  the  stroking  indicated.
• Please  observe  the  caesura  (“tram-‐tracks”  -‐  interruption  to  the  sound)  after  the  lower  note.  At  this  
stage,  we  only  want  to  change  from  G  to  E,  not  the  other  way  around,  so  you  should  take  your  hands  
away  from  the  mandolin  here.
• The  wiggly  line  is  to  remind  you  to  drag  the  1st  Uinger  slowly  between  the  two  notes,  really  enjoying  
hearing  all  the  sounds  in  between  (cf.  Instalment  2).  And  please  remember  to  keep  pressing  down  the  
string  before,  after  and  during  the  shift  -‐  don’t  vary  the  pressure.
• The  thumb  is  there  to  support  what  the  Uingers  do.  Loosen  it  when  you  slide,  so  it  doesn't  impede  the  
change.  (See  The  Mandolin  Game-‐GAME  G  for  detailed  discussion  of  the  thumb.)
• Repeat  the  exercise  as  often  as  you  like,  but  please  only  in  one  direction,  from  G  to  E.  Have  a  few  
seconds  rest  in  between  repetitions.  A  feeling  of  normality  and  control  is  important.  BE  THE  BOSS!  
(And  the  boss  takes  his  time...)
So  now:

Make  the  up-‐stroke  at  the  very  moment  your  Uinger  reaches  E.  Does  your  Uinger  in  fact  "know"  when  it  
reaches  the  lower  note?  If  it  does,  you’re  ready  to  try  Example  5.  
Please  note:  
• the  only  difference  between  Examples  4  and  5  is  the  speed  at  which  the  1st  Uinger  moves.  
• Please  don’t  try  to  make  the  super-‐quick  change  all  at  once  though.  Rather,  increase  the  speed  of  the  
shift  gradually.
• VERY  IMPORTANT  and  SUBTLE:  The  notes  themselves  remain  very  long.  What  changes,  as  you  get  
better,  is  the  speed  with  which  the  Uinger  moves  between  the  notes.  The  Uinal  goal  is  to  sustain  G  until  
the  precise  moment  you  would  like  to  hear  E,  and  at  that  very  moment,  make  the  up-‐stroke  and  the  
shift  simultaneously.  At  best,  there  should  be  utterly  no  break  or  interruption  between  the  notes.  The  
shift  is  a  movement  of  the  whole  hand,  not  just  of  the  Uinger.  Please  have  a  few  seconds  rest  after  each  
try.

Your  result  is  perfect  if  G  just  keeps  sounding,  until  it  is  interrupted  by  E.
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Example  6  now  combines  the  skills  you  have  practised  so  far  (especially  those  in  Examples  3  and  5).
Please  remember
• to  keep  a  constant  pressure  on  the  1st  Uinger  -‐  both  when  you  play  A,  and  also  during  the  shift  down  
to  E;
• to  coordinate  the  stroke  exactly  with  the  Uinger.

Until  now,  we  have  been  examining  ways  to  make  just  the  notes  we  need  -‐  very  basic  building  blocks  
indeed!  The  next  stage  is  to  organise  these  sounds  in  a  certain  way,  so  that  the  tune  is  recognisable.  So  we  
are  adding  the  factor  of  rhythm.  
A  peculiarity  of  this  tune  is  that  it  is  almost  always  written  in  6/8  time  in  Europe,  but  in  English  
speaking  countries  also  sometimes  in  ¾  time.  Here  it’s  in  ¾  time.
Example  7  deals  with  rhythm.  
• Before  you  play  it  on  the  mandolin,  please  count  and  tap  the  rhythm  -‐  slowly  and  very  exactly.
• I’ve  used  the  open  D-‐string  here  to  focus  attention  on  rhythm  without  other  complications.
• Even  if  it  seems  unusual,  please  use  an  up-‐stroke  where  indicated.  I’ve  got  my  reasons…
• Please  don’t  get  the  counting  (written-‐out  words)  mixed  up  with  the  Uingering  (just  numerals).

Things  to  watch  out  for  in  Example  8:
• Careful  -‐  the  numerals  in  Example  8  indicate  the  Uingering.  The  written-‐out  counting  in  Example  7  is  
an  aid  to  getting  the  rhythm  right,  so  please  don't  confuse  the  purpose  of  the  numbers.
• You  have  already  practised  playing  the  pitch  (highness  or  lowness)  of  the  notes  you  Uind  in  Example  
8.  They  are  exactly  the  same  pitch  as  in  Example  6.
• The  additional  thing  to  cope  with  here  though  is  the  rhythm  (duration  -‐  how  long  or  short  the  notes  
are),  which  you  have  also  practised,  in  Example  7.
• Feel  free  to  practise  the  change  from  G  to  E  with  the  slow  slide  of  Example  4  if  you  want  to.  As  you  
get  more  sure  of  yourself,  you  can  make  the  slide  quicker  and  quicker,  as  in  Examples  5  and  6.
Notice  I  have  indicated  a  break  after  the  change  downwards.  You  should  concentrate  on  making  the  
change  completely  smooth  -‐  no  break...  After  playing  the  long  E,  make  the  break,  take  a  few  seconds  rest,  
and  then  play  the  two  bars  (with  a  break  after  E)  again  as  often  as  you  like.
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When  we  play  the  whole  tune  though,  of  course  we  don't  make  a  break  after  the  note  E.  Rather,  we  hold  the  
note  for  as  long  as  you  think  the  word  night  (song  lyrics)  should  be  held,  and  then  move  the  Uinger  inaudibly  
back  to  G.
Example  9  gives  you  a  chance  to  practise  just  these  pitches,  without  the  additional  complication  of  rhythm.  

When  you  feel  this  is  working  and  you  can  change  in  both  directions  with  ease,  try  combining  rhythm  and  
pitch:

Both  before  and  after  the  note  E,  you  need  to  play  the  note  G,  both  times  with  the  same  Uinger.  Often,  it's  not  
a  good  idea  to  try  to  slide  a  Uinger  in  one  direction  and  then  immediately  in  the  other,  any  more  than  you  can  
change  the  direction  of  a  car  without  Uirst  stopping  for  a  while,  in  between  changing  from  forwards  to  
backwards.  In  the  case  of  our  tune  though,  the  length  that  E  sounds  for  is  like  keeping  the  car  stationary  for  
long  enough  for  the  inertia  (remember  the  word  from  high  school  physics?)  to  dissipate.  
The  next  two  examples  give  you  a  chance  to  familiarise  yourself  with  other  techniques  useful  for  the  rest  of  
the  tune.
Example  11:
(a)   After  the  low  E  comes  a  high  D.  This  is  very  easy  to  play,  but  please  be  careful  to  leave  the  E-‐Uinger  
down  until  after  you  strike  D.  Please  stop  D  with  the  pinkie.  One  reason  (and  not  even  the  most  important  
one!)  is  that  it  is  much  more  relaxed  than  the  traditional  3rd  Uinger.  
(b)   The  next  note  then,  B,  requires  a  smooth  transition  from  the  D.  To  make  it  smooth,  you  should  press  
Uirmly  with  the  1st  Uinger  on  B  before  you  even  think  of  releasing  the  pinkie.  
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Among  other  things,  Example  12  reveals  why  the  pinkie  and  not  the  unfortunately  customary  3rd  Uinger  is  the  
right  Uinger  for  D.  The  reason  is  the  subsequent  F,  of  course,  which  is  easy  to  reach  from  4,  but  much  harder  
from  3,  the  Uinger  most  books  prescribe.  An  important  principle  which  is  usually  overlooked,  is  that  it's  the  
2nd  Uinger  which  determines  the  spatial  position  of  the  hand.  It  should  continue  hovering  over  the  3rd  fret,  
keeping  the  hand  in  place,  regardless  of  what  the  1st  Uinger  does.  So  when  you  Uinger  F,  the  distance  between  
the  1st  and  the  2nd  Uingers  is  greater  than  when  you  play  B.  There  is  no  hand  movement  -‐  lateral  or  otherwise  -‐  
involved  for  these  notes.

Okay,  as  promised,  the  two  very  different  ways  of  approaching  the  whole  tune

Keith  Harris-‐Marburg.
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